Installation Spotlight

Aurelia Antica Suites
& Apartments
Rome, Italy

Introduction
Minutes from the heart of Rome, Aurelia Antica

Suites & Apartments is a newly opened property

designed to fit the needs of long-term and short-term guests alike. Finely

furnished with a contemporary design and outfitted with the latest in modern

technological comforts, the property strives to deliver the tranquility and privacy of an
apartment without sacrificing the superior services and amenities of a 4-star hotel.

Challenge
With the property’s goal to provide its guests with the highest standard in comfort and enjoyable experiences, Aurelia

Antica recognized that it needed to address modern in-room guest entertainment expectations in order to fully deliver
on its promise of providing complete satisfaction. At the same time, hotel leadership also determined that they could
not simply adopt any entertainment system but instead needed to identify a platform that could effortlessly provide
guests with instant, user-friendly access to their own streaming subscriptions on guestroom televisions without the
need for staff assistance. As a public environment, Aurelia Antica further recognized the importance of identifying
a solution that could minimize guest concerns over potential privacy issues to ensure a successful entertainment
platform rollout.
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The property ultimately selected BeyondTV GuestCast against competing platforms due to its seamless integration

process, ease-of-use and full compatibility with thousands of mobile-based streaming apps, such as Netflix, Disney+,
Youtube and more. Guests at Aurelia Antica will now be able to cast mobile apps to guestroom televisions via a

simple registration process, offering access to their own streaming subscriptions without having to enter sensitive
login information.

It’s no secret that the modern guest expects personalized, connected in-room entertainment
solutions, and we recognized that equipping our property with a casting service platform would
not only meet their streaming needs, but ensure that all our guests would truly feel at home,” said
Vito Di Somma, General Manager at ScientificWare Srl, the property’s IT management company. “We looked
into several competing platforms, but BeyondTV GuestCast stood out due to its highly flexible functionality,
painless installation and enhanced security measures. As a leading casting platform, we are
confident that BeyondTV GuestCast will continually exceed the latest guest needs.
Not only does BeyondTV GuestCast give guests the ability to use streaming services without sacrificing sensitive

login information, the platform further enhances security by utilizing device isolation capabilities. This feature prevents
cross-room communication, preventing guests from casting content to televisions located in other rooms. BeyondTV
GuestCast is also engineered to be seamlessly compatible with virtually any television model and network in use by
hotels today, ensuring a straightforward implementation process.

Project Requirements
•

Provide guests with a personalized and easy-to-use platform that meets modern in-room entertainment
expectations.

•

Ensure complete guest confidence and trust in using a guestroom entertainment system by maintaining a
top priority on privacy and security

Solution
•

Leverage BeyondTV GuestCast’s userfriendly design to offer guests with effortless
access to thousands of mobile-based apps,
including Netflix, Hulu, Disney+ and more.

•

Utilize BeyondTV GuestCast’s advanced
device isolation capabilities to prevent
either the accidental or malicious casting
of content to televisions located in other
guestrooms.
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